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B-N Islander Stars in New James Bond Film
“Spectre”
It is remarkable that 50
years on from the first flight
of the prototype the B-N
Islander has a starring role
as part of the action in the
new
James
Bond
film
“Spectre”.
The action sequence is set
in the Austrian Alps, there
is a spectacular car chase
when
James
Bond
commandeers an aircraft of
the Spectre organisation.

After being shot at the
Spectre
Islander
is
deliberately crashed and
then careers down a
snow covered mountain,
shedding various parts
on the way. With James
Bond just a passenger
the battered aircraft
skids into the middle of
an Alpine village where
the car chase vehicles
are intercepted with
much smoke, flames
and explosions.
For more see page 3

Bembridge Airport’s Propeller Inn to Close–
End of an Era
From recent local press reports it is now known that the historic Propeller Inn at
Bembridge Airport will be closing at the end of November. Helen Blake and Dave
Edwards (the Hobbitt) have given unstinting support to BNAPS over the past 5 or
more years for which we are extremely grateful – for more on this see page 2.
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Historic Propeller Inn Farewell
When BNAPS was looking for a
meeting place in 2010 it was natural
that this should be at the Propeller
Inn in view of the building’s historic
association with Britten-Norman and
the fact that our Islander G-AVCN
was built in the adjacent hangar.
Thanks to all the help and support
given by Helen Blake, Dave Edwards
and the team at the Propeller Inn
over the past 5 years, BNAPS has
held its Trustees meetings, social
evenings and talks, launch events for
Ivan Berryman’s artwork prints,
ground support for fly-ins etc.
together with commemorative events
such as the Trislander 40th and this
year the highly successful “Islander
50”.
All have been saddened to hear that
the Propeller Inn will not continue in
its present form from the end of
November. On behalf of BNAPS
Trustees, supporter and friends, we
offer our grateful thanks and best
wishes to Helen and Dave as they
now move on to new challenges and
make known our sincere appreciation
of all they have done to help BNAPS
along the way.

Bembridge Airport c 1960

BN-1F print launch,
November, 2012.

Propeller Inn bar,
November, 2015.
Trislander 40th get together,
11 September, 2010.

“Islander 50” opening
ceremony, 13 June, 2015.

BNAPS 2016 Desk Calendar
Now on Sale

The BNAPS 2016 desk calendar is now available.
This time the theme is "Tribute to the Trislander"
with a special selection of 12 Trislander images,
including several of G-JOEY.
The calendar sells at £5.00 + UK p&p.
All proceeds go to help restoration of our historic
Islander G-AVCN.
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Indications that the Islander aircraft might be somehow connected with the new
James Bond film surfaced about 18 months ago. Reports had come in of Islander
fuselages being seen transported to a location in Surrey that was later identified as
the Longcross Studios at Chobham. More reports came in of an Islander fuselage
leaving the Isle of Wight on the back of a lorry for an unknown destination. Soon the
name of the film was revealed as Spectre and gradually more about the action side of
the film became known with locations in Mexico, Rome, Morocco and the Austrian
Alps.
Those who have seen the film, now that it is on general release, will no doubt agree
that this is one of the best action sequences ever and all done without recourse to
computer graphics and models. Whether audiences will appreciate the fact that the 50
year old Islander is not only taking up a starring role in a film production that is shown
world-wide but is the best-selling light transport aircraft ever produced in the UK and
Europe, and was designed and built at Bembridge on the Isle of Wight, is open to
debate.
The images below have appeared on various internet sites from time to time and show
glimpses of the thrilling action sequence when the Spectre Islander, piloted by James
Bond, careers down a forest trail on a snow covered Alpine mountainside.

For a full appreciation of the Spectre Islander action then just get to see the film.
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Spectre Islanders in their OE-FZO guise for the film.

Islanders/Trislanders
Used in Spectre Film

The
UK
CAA,
in
conjunction with the
authority in Austria,
granted
a
special
dispensation
that
allowed Islanders GBUBP and G-CZNE to
have
the
same
registration mark, OEFZO,
for
locaton
filming in the Austrian
Alps during the early
part of 2015.

Islander G-BUBP having its
Spectre paint scheme washed off

Studio/Location
1072 N3267J Trislander
converted to an Islander;
359 G-BAXD Trislander
converted to an Islander;
48 SE-IIA cut into two;
2174 G-BKOK;
2115 G-RAPA ex Bembridge;
435 N721BN ex Keystone,
USA.
Islanders Used in Aerial
Sequences
2272 G-BUBP Cormack
Islander Air Services
2301 G-CZNE Skyhopper LLP

Islander G-BUBP as it appeared
at “Islander 50” in June, 2015

Pilots for Aerial
Sequences and Support
Lee Proudfoot
George Cormack
Andrew Dixon
The other Spectre Islander, G-CZNE,
in its normal colour scheme
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BNAPS plans to include a
first hand account of flying
the Spectre Islanders for
the film in a future issue of
BNAPS News. This will be
subject to clearance with
regard to applicable nondisclosure agreements with
the
film
production
company EON.

VCN Restoration Progress Report
September 2015 – November 2015
Work has progressed on a number of different areas over the past two months but it is becoming
increasingly difficult to work within the limitations of the present workshop. Bob Wilson’s report on
progress for the current period follows:
Fuselage
Paul Brook has now fitted both windscreens, they have been sealed and the surround structure
painted. The second (RHS), required some remedial work to the surround (missing or sheared
anchor nuts, a missing bracket etc.) all of which was rectified by Keith Winter.
Paul Thomasson continues with the fuselage internal trim and has moved on from the top corner
trim (these contain the lights and cabin air ventilation louvres) to the side panels. Tony Saunders
should be back with us soon after his break during the summer to renew his partnership with Paul
which will help progress.
As previously reported, the pilots’ seat frame was restored by Andy Stewart, new support plywood
bases and backs made and fitted by Patrick Gallagher and then professionally re-upholstered by
John Olney. Many Thanks go to John for undertaking the work at a heavily discounted price for
BNAPS. Andy Stewart has also refurbished the last of the passenger seat frames. Two had
upholstery which has cleaned up well but we still need to find/remake two passenger seat
cushions.
Guy Palmer has completed the painstaking task of restoring the window surrounds.
With the windscreen installation completed we will look to complete the fuselage paint scheme –
cheat lines and Registration Letters. Self-adhesive Vinyl registration letters replicating the original
font used have been made by a local company, Custom Graphics, to whom we are extremely
grateful for their very competitive price. Once the precise position of the registration mark on the
fuselage has been determined, the letters will be applied as part of ongoing work.
Fin
The new leading edge is now fitted thanks to the painstaking efforts of Keith Winter and Bob Ward.
The side skins, particularly the LHS are badly dented and work has started to fill the many dents
with car body filler and then sand flat to restore a good surface finish for painting. Keith Winter and
Bob Ward have made a start on restoring the rudder. The original is badly damaged. Part of the
leading edge is damaged beyond repair and some side skins are also damaged and corroded and
will need to be replaced. The trailing edge member is corroded and dented but should be
salvageable. Fortunately we have parts of a second rudder and we are confident that we can use
parts of the leading edge from this. The side skins that need replacing will have to be
manufactured from scratch.
Undercarriages
Bryan Groves and Charles Shiveral continue to progress the Nose and Main landing gear units.
Detail parts needed to complete the build, such as spacers, seals, washers etc., have been listed
and contact made with the original equipment manufacturer regarding supply prospects. It is
possible that Bryan Groves may be able to make some smaller parts in his home workshop.
Wing
Most of the Main spar box has now been de-corroded and primed. Work is now starting on the rear
bay. Patrick Gallagher, Roger Young, Bob Ward, Guy Palmer, Bob Wealthy and Bob Wilson will be
undertaking this big and challenging task as not only is there corrosion to deal with but significant
damage to several of the trailing edge ribs and stringers and flap hinge supports. Some of the
original skins exist and some are salvageable although badly corroded. Skins that cannot be
salvaged may be useful in helping to ease the problem of back marking new skins for riveting.
Guy Palmer has just completed a detailed assessment of the wing rear bays to confirm what parts
can be salvaged and what new parts are required. Fortunately most of the parts are available from
Saywells. We have managed to track down two companies that can supply us with thin gauge
aluminium sheet which will be useful for skins that cannot be salvaged. They can supply up to 1
metre x 2 metres sheets but they can cut to exact size.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report July 2015 – September 2015
(continued)

Workshop Space Limitations
Now that winter has set in, the work undertaken by Paul Thomasson and Tony Saunders in the
temporary trim shop, which is open down one side, has no heating or electrical power cannot
continue and there is insufficient room in the main workshop for this work to be moved there.
Also, now that work is in progress on the wing, fin, rudder and with finishing the paint scheme and
internal trim work on the fuselage still ongoing workshop space has become a critical issue. There
is also the issue that the present workshop is too small to allow the wing to be fully assembled to
its 49 foot span.
As a matter of priority, the Trustees have been pursuing options to find addition work space
and/or a larger workshop. They are optimistic that this has been achieved and are in discussions
with owners of a much larger workshop, almost three times the size of the present area, but
cannot release details until an agreement has been reached with the owners. There is also the
possibility of temporary additional premises at Harbour Farm suitable for the Trim Shop. We hope
that we be able to confirm both of these possibilities within the next month.
In anticipation of making the wing easier to move at some future date, a set of castors has been
procured for attachment to the wing support frame structure.
To overcome the limitations of cutting thin sheet metal with hand “tin snips” a bench shear has
been purchased and a small sheet metal bending machine is in the process of being
commissioned.
The following series of captioned photographs show the results of some of the work undertaken in
the last period:

This view looking from the wing’s
upper surface shows where the lower
wing skin and access panel cut out
have been torn away.

This view from the wing’s upper surface
shows the buckled lower surface trailing
edge skin and trailing edge frames.

A large section of the upper wing
centre section skin has been
offered up and assessed for reuse. This skin section was
originally made in one piece. The
fact that this skin panel was cut
along the centre line when it was
originally detached does not
present a problem as a suitable
repair method has been devised.
The skin has considerable surface
corrosion but it is deemed possible
to restore it for re-use.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report September 2015 – November 2015
(continued)

Guy Palmer is seen here in
the process of removing the
old paint and cleaning off the
surface corrosion of part of
the wing surface centre
section skin.

Roger Young has been
methodically removing the
ends of the rivets where skins
had been removed and
generally cleaning up the wing
structure.

Following on from the
structural survey, Guy Palmer
has been progressing the time
consuming task of identifying
part numbers for the wing
trailing edge formers that will
have to be replaced. Saywell
International has some of the
formers in stock and if these
are part numbers for items
that are needed this will be of
significant benefit for the work
of rebuilding the wing.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report September 2015 – November 2015
(continued)

Bob Ward is now
engaged on rebuilding
the wing. The first part
of this work is to make
good/replace damaged
stringers and formers.
Here the under-side.
trailing edge is receiving
attention.

Now that the new fin
leading edge has been
installed work continues
to repair some dents to
the fin skinning on both
sides.

Bob Wilson is seen here
repairing the dented
areas of the fin using
car body filler. Although
the skins are corroded
and dented in several
areas, the damaged skin
was not considered bad
enough to justify
removing and remaking
new skins
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VCN Restoration Progress Report September 2015 – November 2015
(continued)
The rudder was set up to allow
work to continue involving
replacement of the top moulding
that houses the mass balance.
The existing section has been
removed and will be replaced with
the parts removed from the scrap
rudder donated by Isles of Scilly
Skybus. The damage and
corrosion to the leading edge can
be seen as can the damage and
corrosion to the some of the side
skinning and trailing edge
member. Part of the leading
edge and some side skins will
have to be removed and replaced.

Keith Winter is seen here
working on the rudder.
Following repair of the top
section the old paint will be
removed and surface
corrosion treated before etch
priming.
It is planned that the fin and
rudder will be taken away
for spray painting along with
the tail plane that was
brought to this stage earlier
in the year.

This view shows that our
workshop is becoming
somewhat crowded as work
is underway on several
fronts simultaneously.
Where possible the
application of paint stripper
and surface abrasion using
wire brushes etc. will be
undertaken outside the
workshop, subject to
weather conditions.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report September 2015 – November 2015
(continued)

Paul Brook has continued his
sterling work to install the
windscreens. In this view the
port side screen has been
installed and the capping
strips are in the process of
being fitted.

Here Paul Brook is applying
sealant between the capping
strips and the fuselage skin.
The starboard side windscreen
has now been installed after a
number of seized threaded
inserts for the securing
fasteners had been cleaned
up and repaired by Keith
Winter.

This close-up view of the
windscreens shows another
example the excellent
standard of the work
undertaken by the team.
Thanks go to Paul Brook and
all who assisted in this work.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report September 2015 – November 2015
(continued)
The next period is expected to see completion of Phase 1 of the restoration project when
the fuselage trim has been made and installed, registration letters applied and the
fuselage external finish completed.
Phase 2 is now well under way with work on the wing building up to a high level of
activity. During the next period damaged stringers and frames that form part of the
wing trailing edge structure will be repaired and replaced. Existing sections of wing skin
are being de-corroded and the old paint removed prior to etch priming. Work will
continue to complete the fin and rudder and get them etch primed ready for spray
painting.
As reported above, the Trustees have been pursuing options to find additional work
space and/or a larger workshop and they are optimistic that this has been achieved.
They are in discussions with owners of a much larger workshop, almost three times the
size of the present area, but cannot release details until an agreement has been reached
with the owner. In parallel, the search goes on for a suitable permanent home for VCN
on the Island where the restored aircraft can be on public display. A number of possible
options have been identified and we hope to review these with the various organisations
in the coming weeks.
In October BNAPS visited Mike Woodley at his Aces High organisation, situated at
Dunsfold Aerodrome, to view the remains of two of the Islander/Trislander fuselages
used in the James Bond film with a view to obtaining some needed detail parts and trim
panels. A return visit is likely but we have no real indication of how much BNAPS would
have to pay for any parts retrieved, discussions are ongoing.

Cylinders Needed for “Non-functional” Lycoming O-540 Engines
It now looks likely that the remaining four scrap cylinders we need to complete the
second “non-functional” engine may soon become available thanks to Mike Cromati,
manager of The Isle of Wight Airport at Sandown, and help from Peter House, Chief
Engineer at Deltair. The engines of Mike’s Aztec are in for rebuild with Deltair at
Waterlooville where all cylinders from the two engines will be crack tested. Mike has said
that any cylinders that are not suitable for use in the engine rebuild can go to BNAPS.
For the record details of the cylinders are as follows:
“The assembly part number required is 05K21102, this is termed a “narrow deck” type
and is identified with a cylinder head/barrel part no of LW 12425, there are other older
cylinder head/barrel part numbers that will do the job listed in the following link
http://www.eci.aero/pdf/crm08.pdf. Use the ECI cyl class no 10 as reference.”
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Islander Ferry Pilots
Islander Ferry Pilot – Bob Iba
In 1968, with the worldwide sales of the Islander coming on stream, B-N engineered a ferry fuel
system for the Islander. This comprised 4 standard 40-gallon oil drums mounted on a wooden
cradle which filled most of the cabin and was plumbed into the a/c fuel system. On arrival at the
destination the drums and cradle were discarded, only the associated valves, pumps and hoses
were returned to Bembridge for re-use. B-N employed a team of itinerant freelance ferry pilots to
ferry the aircraft to customers and agents all over the world. US Commercial Pilot Bob Iba was one
of these and what follows is the incredible story of a very lucky and resourceful man when Islander
N587JA, c/n 40, encountered severe weather conditions over Greenland while being ferried from
the UK to the USA at the beginning of January, 1969.
Statement: Alvin Robert Iba, US Commercial Pilot 500202, regarding accident to BN
Islander N587JA
In the course of ferrying Britten-Norman BN-2A Islander N587JA from the factory at Bembridge,
Isle of Wight, UK to Fort Lauderdale, Florida I had stopped at Reykjavik, Iceland for overnight and
refuelling. My intention was to proceed via Narsarsuaq, Greenland, to Gander, Newfoundland, to St
Johns, Nova Scotia, Canada, to Fort Lauderdale. However en-route conditions from Reykjavik to
Narsarsuaq were unfavourable and I stayed eight days in Reykjavik. I tried to hangar the airplane,
but there was no space available.

B-N Islander N587JA at Bembridge Prior to the Delivery Flight (BN Historians)
Almost departed the day before the accident but wound up with minus 25kts. to 30kts. wind
component that would have meant arriving in Narsarsuaq with only 25 minutes reserve daylight. I
had plenty of fuel but not sufficient light if winds increased. Forecast for the next day appeared as
though things would improve. I was up early, and checked the aircraft, finding it covered with ice
for the first time since its arrival. I requested de-icing and went to file the flight plan. Winds
averaged out at a zero component averaging about 320/15 to 20kts. if I flew the first 2 zones low,
and then climbed to 10,000ft., with a route of flight from Reykjavik, Keflavik VOR, Alpha, 64N 35W,
Sondrestrom FIR at 63 30N 30W, direct over the ice cap to Narsarsuaq. Forecast for Narsarsuaq
was wind 040 30kts., gusting 50kts., visibility 10,000 metres+, blowing snow, 1/8 AC at 6000ft
with the ice cap close.
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Narsarsuaq
Filed flight plan, and arranged with ATC to remain below control at or below 5000ft. for the first 2
zones. Upon arrival at the aircraft, found it still not de-iced and lost 11/2 hours getting it done.
My clearance read: "Cleared to Narsarsuaq airport via flight planned route, at or below 12000ft.,
until Reykjavik control boundary. Maintain 5000ft. in terminal control area". From conversation with
ATC, I was aware that I had the whole North Atlantic to myself below 12000ft. I took off at 0955Z,
with an ETA of 1550Z. Everything appeared normal, and I flew my planned pattern. I could see the
water, and estimated about a 10 degree drift correction angle, a bit more than flight planned,
which was about 6 degrees. I arrived at the Sondrestrom boundary at 63 30N 39W about 15
minutes behind flight plan. This was a visual fix as I could see the east coast of Greenland for 100
miles in either direction.
I called Sondrestrom, revising my ETA for the FIR to 1410, and received a clearance from them
"Cleared to the Narsarsuaq airport to cruise at or below 12000ft.". I then climbed to 12000ft. I
crossed the coast at Nagtoralik at 1505Z and at that time could see completely across Greenland,
including the several oddly shaped mountains just east of Narsarsuaq (one is 50 miles and the
other about 25 miles from there). All of this time I was holding about a +10 degree drift correction
angle, and was getting a visual confirmation that it was working out.
About half way across Greenland, and in a position about 50 miles west of Kap Cort Adelacz,
everything started to become dim. I thought I was running into a haze layer, and dropped down to
9000ft.. This condition still existed, and I realised a white-out condition, or ice fog, was setting in.
It did so very rapidly as I was on complete instruments within 5 minutes from the time it started.
This was about 1530Z. I was not particularly worried, as navigation had been working out. I only
had about 30 minutes to go to Narsarsuaq and called the tower on 118.1, and received them loud
and clear. They advised me that the weather there was 7000ft., overcast, visibility 15 miles. I
advised them that I was estimating over their station at 1600Z. My ADF would still not lock on, but
I attributed it to the precipitation state.
What I did not know was that just about at the point where I had gone on to instruments there had
been an almost complete 160 degree wind shift, with winds at least 40 knots from 160 to 180
degrees at 12000ft. This information I got after being rescued, from Sondrestrom. This meant I
should have held a minimum drift correction angle of -10 degrees, and still holding a +10 meant
that I was going off track at about 30 degrees from the desired 232 degrees true. Subsequent
scaling on a map brought this out almost exactly.
Talked again to Narsarsuaq tower, receiving them very loud. I thought that I must be quite close as
their range has always appeared to be limited. I advised that I was unable to get a bearing on their
homer beacon (NA359), as there was much precipitation static. They offered to send up a PBY
aircraft to lead me in, but since I was on solid instruments at 12000ft., an interception would have
been impractical or even dangerous.
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Narsarsuaq tower and the 'NA' beacon started to fade out and the audio for the Simitug (SI279)
beacon started to get stronger. My ADF started to settle down, and apparently locked onto the “SI”
beacon. I got what appeared to be a station passage, and believed it since my passing or contact
with Narsarsuaq , and apparent passing of “SI”, were just about dead on my ETAs. I started a
descent about 10 minutes after the apparent station passage, figuring I was letting down out to
sea, and that I would break out of cloud at about 5000ft. since Narsarsuaq had advised that there
was a 5000ft. ceiling, and there was 15 miles to the coast. I planned to turn inbound to “SI” and fly
up the fjord, since I have been there about 10 times and am quite familiar with it. However, the
ADF indication must have been erroneous as, at an indicated altitude of 5500ft. at 1640Z, at
position 6142N and 4654 W, I felt a strong contact with the ice cap and the airplane came to a
sudden stop.
The only damage to the airplane was the nose gear bent back badly, under the fuselage, and
fuselage distortion on the underside back to the bulkhead forward of the door frame. There was no
other damage to the airplane , the main gear was OK, and the engines were still running. I shut
down the engines, got out, and inspected for further damage or fuel leaks. There was none and the
propellers were not touched. The main wheels were buried in the snow to the tops of the tyres.
Visibility appeared to be about 25ft. in a complete whiteout condition. It was impossible to
distinguish where the snow stopped and the horizon and blowing snow started.
After making sure that the aircraft was intact, I started one of the engines and made a MAYDAY call
on 121.5. I established contact with a PAA Clipper, advised him that I was down on the ice cap and
apparently in no immediate danger, as I had power and heat. Requested that he advise
Sondrestrom, for air-sea rescue, and gave my estimated position as somewhere west of
Narsarsuaq. I advised him that I had a URT/21 emergency beacon, and to be sure to tell
Sondrestrom that, as it would help in locating me. I also asked that he advise Gander, so that they
could phone my company and advise them of my problem. After two or three minutes PAA came
back, and advised that all this had
been done. He was fading out, but I understood him to say that air-sea rescue wasn't sure when
they would start the search, but it would probably be at first light. I came back that I would be
coming up on 121.5 every hour on the hour but do not know if he received this message as I was
unable to get an acknowledgement.
Night of 3 January 1969
I moved my portable VHF set so that I would be more comfortable in the cabin. In doing so I must
have unknowingly loosened one of the antenna connections, as it was not putting out a signal,
even though the set was working and putting out a side tone. Naturally it was not receiving. I kept
starting alternate engines, every half hour, and while I was at it made MAYDAY calls while I had the
electrical power. After about 4 hours I could not start either engine as the nacelles were packed
solid with blowing snow and all sources of air were sealed off. I did not activate the URT/21 during
the night, and only tried 3 more calls on the VHF as I wanted to conserve the ship's battery.
Naturally these calls were useless as the antenna connection was still loose.
Day of 4 January 1969
At first light, I activated the URT/21 but was unable to hold it outside myself as it was too cold
(chill factor about -45F), so placed it in a snow bank about 20ft. from the airplane. I kept making
calls on 121.5 every hour, shutting down after 2 transmissions, and 5 minutes listening, in order to
conserve the battery. After about 3 hours of daylight I realised something was wrong.
I thought that something was wrong with the URT/21 and that the thing to do was check it. Since
243.0 will give a beat on 121.5 I put the URT/21 next to the VHF antenna and heard nothing. This
seemed strange as new batteries had been installed and the set checked on 11 November 1968. I
then placed it right up against the antenna on the VHF set and heard a signal. This made me finally
realise that something was wrong with the antenna system of the VHF. I checked all the
connections and found that the antenna connector at the set was slightly loose. Pushed it in less
than 1/8 inch and tried a transmission. I immediately worked Rescue 865 loud and clear. He
requested that I activate my URT/21 so I stuck it out of the window in my hand. He could not
receive it. Also the beat on the VHF was weak. I then reached up through the window placing the
set squarely on top of the fuselage. Rescue 865 then homed in on it.
In 5 minutes he was over me and established my position as 61423N, 4654W. He also made some
VHF checks with 10 second hold-downs. He then came down to about 150 feet above the terrain
and saw me visually although I could not see him. My ground visibility was zero as I had no
reference points, because of blowing snow, and I could not see too well vertically. I told him I had
to shut down the VHF to conserve batteries, and if he wanted me, to buzz me. After about an hour
he came over me and advised me that the helicopter (civilian) could not come in after me as it was
not IFR equipped.
They would try to get me out the next day, if the weather improved. He offered to make me up a
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survival pack with rations, sleeping bag, heavy socks and gloves, and a more portable radio. I
accepted it, as although I was in pretty good shape, I would have liked to been warmer, especially
with the prospect of another 18-hour night coming up.
He made a run over me at somewhere about 300 to 500 ft. and dropped the pack with a small
parachute. With the 40 kts. wind it drifted several hundred yards away. I started running after it
but it seemed to be fading away as though being dragged by the chute. I went in that general
direction for about 150 yards and realised that I was becoming disorientated, as I had no visual
reference to go by. I looked back and the airplane was scarcely visible in the blowing snow, I
decided it was prudent to return to the airplane. I arrived at the airplane in bad shape, wet and
with about 1/4 inch ice crust on my face. Breathing had been difficult.
I called Rescue 865 and advised him that I had not picked up the package. He offered to make up
another one and drop it. I said 'No' as I could not think of going outside again in my present
condition. Since I had fallen several times in snow drifts I could not see, and had gotten wet, I
became very cold and could not get warm, even though I wrapped myself in the dinghy. It helped
some, but I spent the whole night shivering violently and uncontrollably. I made no attempt to
communicate during the night, as 865 had advised me that there was only a slight chance of a
helicopter coming out during the night. If they wanted me to come up on the radio they would buzz
me, or drop flares to alert me.
Day of 5 January 1969
In the morning the weather was bad., with no surface visibility. At about 1245Z I talked with
Rescue 865. They advised me that they were trying to lead the helicopter in, but the conditions
were bad and he could not make it. I shut down the VHF and started waiting for conditions to
improve. At about 1330Z Rescue 865 buzzed me, and I came up on 121.5. He advised me that the
weather was better from where he was and that the helicopter was going to try again. At about
1415Z the helicopter was in the area and 865 vectored him on to me. Communications became
difficult as the helicopter was on 118.1, and when 865 wanted to talk to me, he had to change
frequencies as he had only one VHF. I resolved this by coming up on 118.1 so we were all working
together.
Rescue 865 got the helicopter about a mile from me, but he had trouble seeing me, so I lit my first
orange smoke flare to help him, and also to give him a good indication of the wind. As he
approached, he advised that he had no depth perception because of the whiteout, and that he
could not judge his height above the snow. I took over control, giving him advice about apparent
altitude, since I could see the belly of his machine, and knew he must be above me. I then lit my
second smoke flare. I also advised him of the snow banks downwind of the airplane, that I had
found by falling into them. He could not judge his height within several hundred feet. He finally got
down on the snow very cautiously. The mechanic helped me get my gear aboard the helicopter.
During this operation I again stumbled in the snowdrifts that had formed around the airplane, fell
against it, and bruised my knees. I may sound clumsy but there is no way that you can see the
snow banks as everything gets white, and there is no way that you can distinguish the contour.
The mechanic helped me aboard the helicopter and they took me to Narsarsuaq, where I got
something to eat. Rescue 184 then took me to Sondrestrom where I had medical attention and a
complete physical examination, including X-rays. Everything was good except for the bruised knees
and some frost burn on my hands and face.
Post script
Bob Iba made many ferry flights for B-N in the late 1960s/early 1970s. Bob was of large build and
his first attempt to take off in an Islander was not a success as he could not pull the control yoke
back far enough to enable the aircraft to rotate. Modifications to the pilot’s seat were called for and
all was well.
Sadly Bob Iba lost his life in Colombia in the mid 1970s when his aircraft was shot down for some
unknown reason. Bob was held in high esteem by all who knew him at B-N. Peter Graham was BN’s Commercial Manager at the time and represented B-N at Bob’s funeral in Florida.
To date there appear to be no photographs of the crash scene in Greenland and the eventual fate
of Islander N587JA is not known. It was one of many Islanders delivered to Jonas Aircraft in New
York, B-N’s US agent for sales in the region. Islander cn 40 made its first flight as a BN-2A variant
on 6 December, 1968 and was destined for delivery via Jonas Aircraft to General Airlines,
Allentown, Pennsylvania but as we know from the above account it never arrived. According to BN
Historians database record the aircraft was written off. It may have been recovered and scrapped
or possibly it is still there trapped in its remote resting place. If anyone can add something to the
story we would be pleased to hear about it.
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Danish Air Force Home Guard – A New Islander Operator
The Danish Air Force Home Guard is a new BN-2 aircraft operator. Two Defender
aircraft, registered as OY-FHA and OY-FHB, are owned by of CAE AVIATION of
Luxembourg but operated after overhaul and modifications by the Danish Air Force
Home Guard as Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) platforms for
Home Security Surveillance and Law Enforcement /Anti-Terrorism operations.

Former Belgian Army
Aviation Britten Norman
BN-2B-21 Islander B-08,
cn 531, now Defender
OY-FHB of the Danish Air
Force Home Guard and
seen here in front of the
QRA sheds at Aalborg
Flyvestation (DK)
(photo credit Luc
Audoore)

Former Belgian Army
Aviation Britten Norman
BN-2B-21 Islander B-07,
cn 523, now Defender
OY-FHA of the Danish Air
Force Home Guard.

Defender OY-FHA in the
air, note the infra-red
surveillance pod on the
port side.
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FLN’s New Islander Now in Service
FLN (Frisisa-Luftverkehr GmbH Norddeich) is based in Norden, East Frisia, Germany.
The airline was founded on 14 June 1969. It operates scheduled flights between
Norddeich and Juist, and on-demand charter flights to the other East Frisian Islands,
using a fleet of BN-2B Islanders.

FLN’s new BN-2B-20 Islander D-IFCS
(photo credit Hendrick Brunzema/FLN).

Islander D-IFCS has new “Clean
Design” digital instrumentation
(photo credit Hendrick
Brunzema/FLN).

BN sold the BN-2B-20 cn 2312 to FLN in August 2015. The aircraft will serve the East
Frisian islands (northwest part of Germany) together with 7 other BN-2B Islanders. It is
one of the first Islanders to be equipped with an IP Instrument system ED960. This is
less expensive to buy and needs less maintenance. Another advantage is that the
operators are more independent from BN in case of the need for support. FLN will be
changing the three bladed propellers to the four bladed Mühlbauer MTV-14 System that
will be supplied by BN, this will reduce the weight and noise levels.
More about FLN and its Islanders is planned for the January 2016 issue of BNAPS News.

G-JOEY to Stay on Guernsey?
A "secret" plan will see the Channel Islands' Trislander G-JOEY put on display in the
islands. As reported in September’s BNAPS News G-JOEY’s future looked increasingly
uncertain after talks with Southampton’s Solent Sky Aviation Museum resulted in a
decision not to lodge the aircraft on the UK mainland.
Recently Aurigny Air Services reported in its
En Voyage magazine: "It's all a bit secret at
the moment. We hope to tell you where the
Trislander will be displayed early next year.
Late in the summer we were approached by
a local businessman who expressed a
serious interest in displaying Joey under
cover, in Guernsey. At the time we were
discussing
a
similar
option
with
Southampton's Solent Sky Museum, but,
after some very careful thought, we agreed
to pursue the local option."
Meanwhile G-JOEY is housed in the Anglo
Normandy
Aeroengineering
hangar
at
Guernsey Airport alongside a Dornier 228,
the aircraft type that is planned to
eventually replace Aurigny Air Services long
serving Trislanders.
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The Ross Aircraft Islander Amphibious Flying BoatWhat Happened?
Back in 1997 Australian businessman Ken Heeley was bidding to set up an aircraft
manufacturing operation in the Highlands. Ken had formed the Ross Aircraft Company
(RAC) to build twin engined amphibian planes based on the BN Islander. Aided by a
high level team, Ken believed that they had made a design breakthrough which could
see the Islander converted to take off and land on water. A dynamic scale model was
built and tested to evaluate the design's performance. At the time Pilatus Britten
Norman said that they would provide design support for the project. Also Ross and
Cromarty Enterprise, part of the Highlands and Islands Enterprise network, provided
help toward market research and the development and testing of the 1/5 scale model.
An Islander amphibian
1/5 scale model was
successfully tested. No
official name was given
but RAC Endeavour was
believed to be under
consideration at the time.
The name “Sealander”
was considered but was
thought to be too much
like the Shorts Sealand
amphibian’s name.
The Islander amphibian conversion was created by top seaplane designer and technical
writer, David B Thurston, of Maine US based, Thurston Aeromarine Corporation.
According to Ken Heeley, the innovative design offered an opportunity, at minimum
risk, to supply the amphibious version of the world renowned Islander aircraft to the
highly profitable, niche, commercial seaplane market, neglected by aerospace
manufacturers over the last half century.
The conversion involved attaching a hull glove below the Islander fuselage structure;
installing conventional main landing gear and steerable locking tailwheel; and,
increasing the horsepower of raised engines with counter rotating three bladed
propellers.
This new arrangement would accommodate a maximum of 10 people, including the
pilot, have a gross weight of 8,000lbs and was to be powered by two Lycoming TIO540 turbocharged 350 horsepower engines. Cruising speed was estimated at 160 mph,
with a maximum range exceeding 1,000 miles.
Ken Heeley said that the Islander amphibian conversion would be priced in the market
at a substantial discount to the re-engined, refurbished competition. Price projections
indicated that the new amphibian’s capital cost would be almost half that of second
hand twin amphibian seaplanes on the market at the time.
However after this flurry of activity little more was heard of Ross Aircraft and the
Islander amphibian and what might have been an exciting project was destined to just
fade away. Maybe that nice 1/5 scale model is still hidden away somewhere?

An “Islander” for the 21st Century?

Italian aircraft manufacturer Tecnam has been promoting their P2012 Traveller 11 seat
utility aircraft for several years. A recent press release announced that the first of three
prototypes is due to fly in Q2 2016 and that the company is expecting to resume
discussions with Cape Air in the USA regarding a possible order for 100 Travellers.
The Traveller is a high wing design with fixed landing gear and powered by two
Lycoming 350hp TEO-540-A1A engines that can run on Avgas or Mogas. Selling price is
believed to be in the region of $2,200,000. Further developments will be watched with
interest…………
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Britten-Norman News, October, 2015, is provided courtesy of BN Historians

2 (BN-2) G-ATWU Reg. 6.7.66. First flight date amended from 28.8.66 to 20.8.66.
We have chosen to amend the previously published first flight date for G-ATWU,
following an exchange of posts on the BNAPS Facebook page, and looking at a Flight
Magazine article and the Gatwick Aviation Society "Hawkeye" Islander production list.
The Flight article is dated 1.9.66, so reporting an event from 28.8.66 (a Sunday) is
quite a tight publishing deadline for the day, so the date of the first flight being
20.8.66 (a Saturday) is more likely. This is corroborated from the Hawkeye production
list. So we (BNH) have concluded that an error was made in "The First 500" that has
been repeated in all our subsequent publications and database. We are pleased to put
this right and thank the BNAPS Facebook Community for bringing this to light.
3 (BN-2A-8) G-AVCN Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society, Nether Wallop,
Hampshire. Cancelled as Permanently Withdrawn from Use 9.6.15. It is unlikely that
the aircraft will fly again, mainly for financial reasons, although the restoration will
proceed in a way that would not preclude the possibility of flight at some stage in the
future should appropriate funding become available. Restored fuselage officially
unveiled during Islander 50 Celebrations at Bembridge 13.6.15.

G-AVCN fuselage at Bembridge on 13 June 2015. (BNAPS)
17 (BN-2A-6) I-LACO Clipper Aero Services, Trapani, Italy. Withdrawn from use. Noted
in a shed at the eastern end of Opa Locka Florida 17.4.15. Reports suggest it has been
there since late 2014.
158 (BN-2A-8) VH-MBK Colville Aviation Services, Archerfield, Queensland, Australia.
Reduced to spares; parked at Coolangatta. Noted 6.14 in open storage at Coolangatta
(Gold Coast) with many parts missing.
302 (BN-2A-20) VH-BSL Barrier Aviation, Stratford, Queensland. To Air Taxi, Port Vila,
Vanuatu. 26.2.15 as YJ-AL3. Flew Archerfield-Gold Coast-Port Vila 26.2.15 as YJ-AL3
with Barrier titles on tail.
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YJ-AL3 (c/n 302) at Port Vila, Vanuatu, still showing former operator titles.
(Tony Deamer, via Facebook)

306 (BN-2A-8) 8R-GAR Air Services, Georgetown, Guyana. Damaged in landing
accident 29.1.15 at Georgetown. The plane skidded off the runway, due to brake
failure. The nose of the plane was damaged.
334 (BN-2A-26) G-NOIL Registered to Aerospace Resources, Sutton, Surrey. 14.4.15.
402 (BN-2A-21) VH-URJ Coleville Aviation Services, Archerfield, Queensland. Leased
to Cape Air Transport, Horn Island, Archerfield, Queensland.
521 (BN-2A-20) VH-VPC Coleville Aviation Services, Archerfield, Queensland. Leased
to Cape Air Transport, Horn Island, Queensland, Australia.
523 (BN-2B-21) D-ISLE Air Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany. To CAE Aviation,
Luxembourg, 6.3.15. Then to Danish Air Force Home Guard
(Hjemmeværnskommandoen), Copenhagen, Denmark. 5.15 as OY-FHA.

OY-FHA (c/n 523) of Danish Air Force Home Guard. (Eric Frikke)
531 (BN-2B-21) C6-LDC Lindroth Development Company, Great Abaco, Bahamas.
To CAE Aviation, Luxembourg. 2014. Then to Danish Air Force Home Guard
(Hjemmeværnskommandoen), Copenhagen, Denmark. 5.15 as OY-FHB.
589 (BN-2A-21) S7-AAU IDC Aircraft, Seychelles. Operated for Seychelles Coastguard.
Withdrawn from use. To CAE Aviation, Luxembourg. 2015, for use as a non-flying crew
procedures trainer.
849 (BN-2A-21) HC-CGI Servicio Aereo Regional, Quito, Ecuador. To Emetebe,
Guayaquil, Ecuador. 7.15. Noted in new colours at Guayaquil 18.7.15 in new colours
on delivery to Galapagos Islands
884 (BN-2A-26) N27MR Island Air Service, Kodiak, Alaska. Restored to FAA register
27.1.15 following rebuild after accident 1.2.02.
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1016 (BN-2A Mk.III-2) G-JOEY Aurigny Air Services, Alderney, Channel Islands.
Withdrawn from use 28.6.15. In store at Guernsey, pending a decision on future
display.
1040 (BN-2A MK.III-2) HH-RPL Vision Air Haiti. To GECA Servicios Aereos, Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic. 5.14 as HI962.
2102 (BN-2T) F-HDEV CAE aviation. To Islander Aircraft, Cumbernauld, Scotland.
25.9.15 as G-BIIO.
2121 (BN-2B-26) G-BJEF Cormack Aircraft Services, Cumbernauld, Scotland.
Cancelled as PWFU 22.4.15.
Restored to Islander Aircraft, Cumbernauld, Scotland. 14.9.15 as a BN-2T.
2145 (BN-2T) VH-YVH Britten-Norman Pty, Tamworth, New South Wales, Australia.
Sold in Indonesia. Cancelled 21.4.15 To PK2168 (BN-2B-27) VH-ZOU Colville Aviation Services. Leased to Cape Air Transport,
Horn island, Queensland.
2180 (BN-2B-27) V2-LDM K-Club Hotel, St. John's, Antigua. Withdrawn from use and
stored at Antigua. To SVG Air, Kingstown, St Vincent & Grenadines for rebuild.
2188 (BN-2B-26) VP-FBI Falkland Islands Government Air Service (FIGAS), Port
Stanley, Falkland Islands. Withdrawn from use following forced landing on West Point
Island 19.11.06. To Islander Aircraft, Cumbernauld, Scotland. 23.4.15 as G-BLNI. For
rebuild.
2197 (BN-2B-26) P2-ENB Unapu Freight Services, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea.
To North Coast Aviation, Lae, Papua New Guinea. 2015 as P2-SAM.
2202 (BN-2T) ZG993 Army Air Corps, Middle Wallop, Hampshire. Stored at RAF
Shawbury. Due to go to Army Air Corps Museum, Middle Wallop.
2272 (BN-2B-20) G-BUBP Islander Aircraft, Cumbernauld, Scotland. Painted all black
and carried registration "OE-FZO" for filming James Bond "Spectre" 11.4 to 3.15.
Change of type to BN-2B-26 12.6.15. At Bembridge 13.6.15 to carry out a "reenactment" flight of Islander 001 G-ATCT's first flight 13.6.65. To Isle of Scilly SkyBus,
Lands End, Cornwall. 7.15. Noted in ISSB colours at Bournemouth mid 7.15.
2302 (BN-2T) N188AM Britten-Norman Inc.. To Taiho Aviation, Tapei, Taiwan. 22.7.14
as B-68808. N188AM noted at Taipei City 12.7.14.
2312 (BN-2B-20) G-CIGM Britten-Norman Aircraft. F/F 24.4.15 as a BN-2B-20. To
FLN - Frisia Luftverkehr, Norden-Norddeich, Germany. Official hand over 14.6.15 at
Lee on Solent, but did not leave the UK. G-CIGM cancelled 10.8.15. To D-IFCS.

Brand new Islander G-CIGM at Bournemouth shortly after painting in FLN colours. (John
Coates)
4011 (BN-2T-4S) G-GMPB Greater Manchester Police Air Support Unit, Ringway, Greater
Manchester. Not used by Manchester Police since 3.14 when aircraft moved to Lee-on-theSolent for "storage". Used by BN in 50th Anniversary celebrations 13.6.15.
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“Islander for the Island”
Fund Raising Initiative

The Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society Trustees (BNAPS) have commenced the
preparatory work required to launch a major fund raising scheme that is aimed at securing
the long term future of the historic B-N Islander G-AVCN. Initially fundraising has been
geared to completion of the restoration of G-AVCN as a high quality static exhibit.
The Objective
Under the overall banner of “Islander for the Island” an intensive campaign will be launched
early in 2016 with the aim of raising sufficient funding for G-AVCN to have a permanent
home on the Isle of Wight and to be on public display. This will reflect its Isle of Wight
origins as a symbol of “Island Enterprise” and act as a memorial to John Britten and
Desmond Norman and to all those who made the Islander a great success in the annals of
Britain’s aviation industry history.
The Fund Raising Targets
The immediate need is to raise at least £15,000 to enable completion of Phase 2 and 3 of
G-AVCN’s restoration and to have the aircraft assembled by April 2017 in time to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of its first flight that took place from Bembridge Airport on 24 April,
1967.
A number of options to provide a permanent home for Islander G-AVCN are being actively
explored. Present estimates for provision of a permanent building that would enable GAVCN to be properly housed and to be on public display indicate that we need to raise at
least £75,000. Taking account of the funds needed to complete the restoration work and an
allowance for the first 5 years running costs of a permanent home our overall aim is to raise
£125,000 for the project by the end of 2018.
The Scheme
BNAPS is a registered charity and with your help has raised over £20,000 to date to support
the restoration of Islander G-AVCN. This funding is made up of donations by BNAPS
Supporters Club members and friends, grants from organisations such as the Transport
Trust, BBC Radio Solent Community Chest, Isle of Wight High Sheriff’s Trust and the
generosity of individual donors together with income from BNAPS merchandise sales and
fund raising events.
All donations will be individually acknowledged and the donor’s name/organisation entered
into our BNAPS Roll of Honour which will be displayed alongside the completed aircraft.
How You Can Help
 Become a BNAPS Supporters Club member;
 Become a BNAPS Corporate Supporter;
 Make a regular donation to BNAPS by direct debit or possibly through the Workplace
Giving scheme (www.workplacegiving.co.uk)
 Make an individual one off donation to BNAPS;
 Make arrangements for a legacy donation to BNAPS.
“Islander for the Island” Brochure and Donation Registration Form
Further information about the “Islander for the Island” fund raising scheme will be
presented in a brochure and registration form due for circulation in January 2016. In the
meantime please register your interest by contacting BNAPS by telephone on 01329
315561 or by e mail at solentaeromarine@hotmail.co.uk
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BNAPS “Islander 50” Items for Sale
(See page 24 for How To Order details)

B-N cap as illustrated with original style logo
£7.50 + £2.00 UK p&p

Islander 50 commemoration mug
incorporating images of the “First of
the Many” and “First Man Out”
artworks plus “Islander 50” badge
£6.00 + £2.50 UK p&p

“G-AVCN Restoration Project – The Continuing
Story “ book, 3rd Edition, full colour, 28 pages,
£4.00 + £1.80 UK p&p
“BN-2 Islander – 50 Years On” book, full colour,
24 pages, £4.00 + £1.80 UK p&p

“Islander 50”
stickers 50p
each or 3 for
£1.00.
Post free if
included with
other
purchases

“Islander 50”
DVD
BNAPS has produced a 45
minute
DVD
covering
“Islander 50” and all that
happened on the 13 June
2015
to
make
it
a
memorable occasion.
The DVD is priced at £10.00
including UK p&p.

Islander 50 artwork prints signed by Ivan Berryman,
£30.00 each + £5.00 UK p&p

“First of the Many” Islander
prototype, G-ATCT, is
shown departing Bembridge
Airport to go to the Paris Air
Show on 17 June 1965

“First Man Out”
depicts the occasion when
Tony Austin made the
first ever parachute drop
from an Islander in
September 1965
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BN-2 Islander
G-ATCT –
Farnborough 1966
Livery

Other BNAPS Items for Sale
BNAPS Ltd is the sales arm of BNAPS, selling books, prints and memorabilia etc., and makes a
significant contribution to our restoration funds. These items can be purchased direct from BNAPS
Ltd, at BNAPS events and sales stands and by mail order. If you need a current price list or wish to
purchase specific items please contact Rita Edgcumbe on 01983 875790 or by e mail:
m_edgcumbe@yahoo.co.uk

BNAPS mug decorated with
a striking image of G-AVCN
and is dish washer proof.
Price for BNAPS Supporters is
£5.00 and for non-members
£6.00, UK p&p is £2.00.

G-AVCN Postcard Set
8 cards in a presentation
folder
£5.00/set including
UK p&p

BNAPS fridge magnets
and key ringsPrice for members is £2.00,
for non-members £2.50
UK p&p is £1.00

BNAPS on the Internet - information about BNAPS, including back issues of BNAPS
News, can now be found on Ivan Berryman’s website: ivanberrymandirect.com/bnaps.htm

More BNAPS Supporters Needed
If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of
someone who would be interested in joining please
pass on contact details to our BNAPS Membership
Secretary, Rita Edgcumbe.
The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:
“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft
of Britten-Norman through member donations and to
provide assistance with the day-to-day operations of
the charity”
Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is
welcome.
As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact
with B-N Group from time to time, as a charitable
trust BNAPS is an independent organisation.

Forthcoming BNAPS Events
Friday 4 December, 2015 BNAPS Christmas Meal
at Foxes Restaurant, Bembridge.
With the Propeller Inn closing at the end of
November BNAPS will announce the venue for
the next BNAPS social meeting in the New Year
when a suitable location has been identified.

All best wishes for a peaceful and
prosperous New Year to all
BNAPS supporters and friends
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BNAPS
BNAPS is a Registered Charity, No.
1100735, set up to "preserve the
history and aircraft of Britten-Norman
with the support of members’
subscriptions, sponsorship and
donations"
BNAPS registered address is:
7, William Close
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ
Trustees are Peter Graham, Bob Wilson,
Guy Palmer and Bob Wealthy.
Bob Wealthy Chairman of the Board of
Trustees

How to contact BNAPS:
Email:
solentaeromarine@hotmail.co.uk
Telephone: 01329 315561
Post:
BNAPS (Dept NL)
c/o
7, William Close,
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ.

